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elected him as the Sterling Professor of Physiology inIt is a great honor to have the chance to summarize
1970, a position that Gerhard holds to this day.the illustrious career of a good friend and colleague,
It is quite easy to see from this rapid rise throughGerhard Giebisch, M.D., at this meeting of the Interna-
the faculty ranks that Gerhard Giebisch was involved intional Society of Nephrology. I will try in the brief space
studies that would shape the field of potassium transportallotted to me to give an overview of the career of Ger-
in renal epithelia for years to come. In 1971 Gerhardhard and touch upon some of the highlights that have
was honored with the Homer Smith Award, the highestmade this man one of the leaders in the field of renal
honor in renal physiology for his findings. Having toresearch for the last 50 years.
accept honors and recognition for his achievements hasGerhard Giebisch was born and raised in Vienna, Aus-
followed Gerhard throughout his career; he has receivedtria. Gerhard received his M.D. degree from the Univer-
over 25 key awards and honors for his work. Not onlysity of Vienna. After completion of his medical degree
has Gerhard been recognized in the United States, buthe began his University career in 1951 as an Instructor
he also has received the top research prizes in Germanyin the Department of Pharmacology. In 1952, Gerhard
and been awarded honorary doctorates from universitiesjourneyed to the United States and served as an intern
throughout Europe.in the Milwaukee Hospital in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Gerhard Giebisch was elected to the National Acad-From there he traveled to Cornell University and the
emy of Sciences in the United States in 1984, an honorDepartment of Physiology where he was a fellow (1953–
that is reserved to only truly exceptional individuals in1954) and had the chance to work with Dr. Robert Pitts,
their respected fields. It was not surprising that Gerhardthe preeminent renal physiologist in the country at that
has received all of these awards and honors when wetime. This was a productive period for Gerhard and he
look to his publishing record. In addition to developingchose to stay on an additional year as an Instructor in
one of the all time top textbooks on the kidney, GerhardPhysiology. Following his return to Vienna in 1956 Ger-
has published countless chapters for all of the other majorhard accepted a position of Assistant Professor of Phar-
renal books as well as for many other textbooks. Exami-macology until 1957. Although happy to be in his native
nation of Gerhard’s publishing record finds that he hasAustria and continue his research efforts, Gerhard was
over 415 peer-reviewed papers over the course of hisenticed to return to the United States with the offer of
career to date, and this list continues to grow. This is trulyAssistant Professor of Physiology at Cornell University
an incredible rate of productivity and averages out toMedical College. He served as an Assistant Professor from
almost 10 publications per year for the span of his career.1957 to 1960. During this period Gerhard began intensive
It is no wonder that with this level of productivity thatstudies of renal transport physiology that would be the
Gerhard has been asked to serve as the President offocus of his interests over the next four decades. His peers
the American Society of Nephrology, Member of therecognized Gerhard’s skills and he was advanced to the
Executive Committee of the International Society of Ne-rank of Associate Professor in 1960. Moving through the
phrology, Council Member at the National Institutes offaculty, Gerhard became a full professor in 1965 and
Health, and Editor of Physiological Reviews, to nameremained in this position until 1968, at which point he
just a few of his many leadership roles over the years.was recruited to Yale University to take over the Chair in
As we talk of leadership we again come to some ofPhysiology (1968–1973). While Chairman, the university
the unique qualities that have set Gerhard apart from allrecognized Gerhard with one of their highest honors and
others in this field. We notice that Gerhard has not only
been a prolific writer and statesman to his peers, but unlike
many others he never shunned when asked to organizeKey words: nephrologist, potassium transport, renal physiology, epi-
thelia, kidney research. or develop a new program, or help to institute changes that
would improve the course of research. Gerhard readily 2002 by the International Society of Nephrology
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accepted all of these additional burdens, yet managed the last decades, but I feel that it would be better to try
and summarize why so many people have looked up toto maintain a very productive laboratory that kept pub-
lishing at the phenomenal rate highlighted above. It should Gerhard over the years and acknowledged that he has
and remains a truly great leader in renal research.be noted that to maintain this high level of productivity
one must be capable of training and guiding the careers Many people are either statesmen, teachers, good col-
leagues, or have received peer recognition as marks ofof those who have worked with you; again, Gerhard surely
comes across as a model for others to follow. A brief re- greatness in their respective fields. I hope that it has
become clear from this brief synopsis that Gerhard H.view of his laboratory over the years shows that Gerhard
has had 42 fellows in the laboratory of which he can Giebisch, M.D., is an individual who has achieved great-
ness in all of the above, and this is the reason that Ger-proudly say that: 5 have gone on to become Dean of a
medical school; 8 have been Chairman of a Department, hard has remained a respected leader and colleague over
the years.21 are Professors, 4 are presently Associate Professors,
and 4 are Assistant Professors. With this track record It is with fondness that I would like to act as the
spokesman for the organizers of this meeting, and forwe can see that Gerhard also has been an outstanding
mentor over the years, and graduates of his laboratory the renal community to express our best wishes to Ger-
hard on this, his 75th birthday. We truly hope that wehave gone forward to become new leaders in the field.
It would be very easy for me to continue to list the will continue to have Gerhard’s council, guidance and
friendship for many years to come.many honors and awards that Gerhard has attained over
